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Symphony of Dark Forces
I.   Allegro ma non troppo
   - What is dark matter?  What do we know about it?

II.  Scherzo
   - WIMP dark matter -- are we sure about it?

III. Andante maestoso
   - astrophysical anomalies -- need for new models?
   - a new theory and new proposals

IV.  Allegro con brio; coda
   - searching for the “dark sector” with the most luminous 
collider
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Age of endarkenment?

dark matter

dark energy

dark force

dark sector

dark ... anything else?
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What goes into dark 
matter?



I. Allegro ma non troppo

What is dark matter?
What do we know about it?

“There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.”

                                 -- W. Shakespeare
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Hubble telescope image 
of a cluster of galaxies

Gravitational 
Lensing
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Dark matter must exist!

• but we know not much more ... Tㅠ

The questions are:

• What is it (they)?
• How to find it (them)?

Experiments on dark matter search

• direct search (e.g. KIMS)
• indirect search (astro.)
• collider search
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What do we know about DM?



December
30 km/s

~ 232 km/s
60°

June
30 km/s

Drukier, Freese, Spergel PRD86
Freese et al. PRD88 • vsun ~ 232 km/s (Sun velocity in the halo)

• vorb = 30 km/s (Earth velocity around the Sun)
• γ = π/3
• ω = 2π/T        T = 1 year
• t0 = 2nd June (when v⊕  is maximum)

Expected rate in given energy bin changes because 
the annual motion of the Earth around the Sun 
moving in the Galaxy 

v⊕(t) = vsun + vorb cosγcos[ω(t-t0)]

The annual modulation: a model independent signature for the 
investigation of Dark Matter particles component in the galactic halo

1) Modulated rate according cosine

2) In a definite low energy range

3) With a proper period (1 year)

4) With proper phase (about 2 June)

5) For single hit events in a multi-detector set-up

6) With modulation amplitude in the region of maximal sensitivity must 
be <7% for usually adopted halo distributions, but it can be larger in 
case of some possible scenarios

Requirements of the annual modulation

To mimic this signature, spurious 
effects and side reactions must not 
only - obviously - be able to account 
for the whole observed modulation 

amplitude, but also to satisfy 
contemporaneously all the 

requirements

With the present technology, the annual modulation is the main model independent signature for the DM signal. Although 
the modulation effect is expected to be relatively small a suitable large-mass, 
low-radioactive set-up with an efficient control of the running conditions would point out its presence.

from NO-VE 2008 talk by R. Bernabei (DAMA)



Model Independent Annual Modulation Result

experimental single-hit residuals rate vs time and energy 
DAMA/NaI (7 years) + DAMA/LIBRA (4 years)   Total exposure: 300555 kg×day = 0.82 ton×yr

2-5 keV

2-6 keV

A=(0.0215±0.0026) cpd/kg/keV

χ2/dof = 51.9/66   8.3 σ C.L.

2-4 keV

The data favor the presence of a modulated behavior with proper features at 8.2σ C.L.

A=(0.0176±0.0020) cpd/kg/keV

χ2/dof = 39.6/66   8.8 σ C.L.

A=(0.0129±0.0016) cpd/kg/keV

χ2/dof = 54.3/66 8.2 σ C.L.

Absence of modulation? No
χ2/dof=117.7/67 ⇒ P(A=0) = 1.3×10-4

Absence of modulation? No
χ2/dof=116.1/67 ⇒ P(A=0) = 1.9×10-4

Absence of modulation? No
χ2/dof=116.4/67 ⇒ P(A=0) = 1.8×10-4

ROM2F/2008/07

Acos[ω(t-t0)] ; continuous lines: t0 = 152.5 d,  T = 1.00 y 

from NO-VE 2008 talk by R. Bernabei (DAMA)



Yangyang Underground Laboratory
Korea Middleland Power Co.
Yangyang Pumped Storage Power Plant 

~2 km

Vertical Depth ~700m

KIMS

from SUSY08 talk by S. Myung (KIMS)

Korea Invisible Matter Search
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Limits on Interactions between Weakly Interacting Massive Particles and Nucleons Obtained
with CsI(Tl) Crystal Detectors
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The Korea Invisible Mass Search (KIMS) experiment presents new limits on the weakly interacting
massive particle (WIMP)-nucleon cross section using data from an exposure of 3409 kg ! d taken with
low-background CsI(Tl) crystals at the Yangyang Underground Laboratory. The most stringent limit on
the spin-dependent interaction for a pure proton case is obtained. The DAMA signal region for both spin-
independent and spin-dependent interactions for the WIMP masses greater than 20 GeV=c2 is excluded by
the single experiment with crystal scintillators.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.99.091301 PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 14.80.Ly

The existence of dark matter has been widely supported
by many astronomical observations on various scales
[1–3]. Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) are
a good candidate for dark matter well motivated by cos-
mology and supersymmetric models [4]. The Korea
Invisible Mass Search (KIMS) experiment has developed
low-background CsI(Tl) crystals to detect the signals from
the elastic scattering of WIMP off the nucleus [5–7]. Both
133Cs and 127I are sensitive to the spin-independent (SI) and
spin-dependent (SD) interactions of WIMPs. Recently, the
role of CsI in the direct search for SD WIMP for pure
proton coupling has been pointed out [8]. It is worth noting
that 127I is the dominant target for the SI interactions in the
DAMA experiment. The pulse shape discrimination (PSD)
technique allows us to statistically separate nuclear recoil
(NR) signals of WIMP interactions from the electron recoil
(ER) signals due to the gamma ray background [9,10].

The KIMS experiment is located at the Yangyang
Undeground Laboratory (Y2L) at a depth of 700 m under
an earth overburden. Details of the KIMS experiment and
the first limit with 237 kg ! d exposure data can be found in
the previous publication [11]. Four low-background
CsI(Tl) crystals are installed in the Y2L and operated at
a temperature of T " 0 #C. Throughout the exposure pe-
riod, the temperature of the detector was kept stable to
within $0:1 #C. Green-enhanced photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs) are mounted at both ends of each crystal. The
signals from the PMTs are amplified and recorded by a
500 MHz flash analog-to-digital converter. Each event is
recorded for a period of 32 !s. Both PMTs on each crystal

must have at least two photoelectrons within a 2 !s win-
dow to form an event trigger. We obtained 3409 kg ! d
WIMP search data with four crystals, as shown in
Table I. The energy is calibrated using 59.5 keV gamma
rays from an 241Am source. For calibration of the mean
time, a variable used for the PSD, NR events are obtained
with small crystals (3 cm% 3 cm% 3 cm) using an Am-
Be neutron source. Compton scattering events taken with
the WIMP search crystals using the 137Cs source are used
to determine the mean time distribution of the gamma
background. Compton scattering events are also taken
with the small crystals to verify that the mean time distri-
butions for both the test crystals and the WIMP search
crystals are the same. In order to understand the nature of
the PMT background, a dominant background at low en-
ergies, acrylic boxes are mounted on the same PMTs
used for the crystals. The data obtained using this setup
are used to develop the cuts for the rejection of PMT
background.

TABLE I. Crystals used in this analysis and amount of data for
each crystal.

Crystal Mass (kg) Data (kg ! days)
S0501A 8.7 1147
S0501B 8.7 1030
B0510A 8.7 616
B0510B 8.7 616
Total 34.8 3409

PRL 99, 091301 (2007) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
31 AUGUST 2007

0031-9007=07=99(9)=091301(4) 091301-1  2007 The American Physical Society
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SPIN-INDEPENDENT 
EXCLUSION LIMIT

Projected

10-7 pb

from SUSY08 talk by T. Saab (CDMS)



II. Scherzo

Are we sure about WIMP-DM?



The “WIMP miracle”?
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The “WIMP miracle”?
(1) Assume a new (heavy) 

particle χ is initially in 
thermal equilibrium: 

(2) Universe cools:

(3) χ’s “freeze out”:

17

(1)

(2)

(3)

χχ̄↔ f f̄

χχ̄ � f f̄

χχ̄ � f f̄
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• The amount of dark matter left 
over is inversely proportional to 
the annihilation cross section:

 ΩDM ~ <σAv>−1

• Impose a natural relation:
 

σΑ = kα2/m2 ,  so ΩDM ∼ m2

Remarkable “coincidence”: ΩDM ~ 0.1 for m ~ (0.1 – 1) TeV
Cosmology alone tells us we should explore the weak scale

HEPAP LHC/ILC Subpanel (2006)

[band width from k = 0.5 – 2, S and P wave]

The “WIMP miracle”?



The “WIMP miracle”?

OK, it may be a miracle, but...

Is WIMP something we really need?

Perhaps, a lesson from history may be 
valuable...
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Intermezzo
the hierarchy problem in particle 

physics

20
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Beyond the SM Higgs
• In a few years, hopefully by the end of  this decade, we 

will know whether or not there is a Higgs

• But the discovery will raise even more (new) questions

• Is this particle fundamental, or composite?

• Why is its mass ~ 100 GeV, not M(Planck)?

• More importantly, the SM Higgs brings a new problem, 

the “Hierarchy Problem”
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Hierarchy problem
(Ex) Radiative corrections to the Higgs mass

H H

H

H H

f

RGE 

For Higgs at EW-breaking scale (~100 GeV),

In order to have MH ~ O(MW),
need a fine-tuning (to 10-26) in each order of the perturbation
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Hierarchy problem in classical EM
 At the end of 19th century,
 a crisis about electron, a point-like particle
– difficult to keep electron charge in a small pack
– exp. size(e-) < 10-17 cm
– need a lot of energy to keep it small

– Breakdown of classical EM
 	
 => can’t discuss physics below 10-13 cm

 Dirac’s antiparticle comes to rescue => QED
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History repeats?
 Just like an electron repelling itself in EM,
	
 Higgs boson also repels itself, hence
 need a lot of energy to contain itself in its point-like size

 Breakdown of EW (SM)

 History repeats itself?
– doubling the #(particles) with a new kind of symmetry 

may cure the problem
SUSY?
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Supersymmetry (SUSY)
 A symmetry between boson & fermion
 Supersymmetric particles

particle SUSY 
partner

spin of 
partner name

1/2 photino
eL eL 0 selectron
uR uR 0 u  squark
g g 1/2 gluino

0     sneutrino
… … … …

~
~

~

γ γ̃

νµ ν̃µ µ
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SUSY will do many good things
 mathematically, a beautiful symmetry... 
 natural cure for hierarchy problem of SM

 stabilize the EW scale
 unify the gauge couplings
 local SUSY includes gravity
 SUSY particles can be a non-baryonic dark matter 

candidate!

the WIMP !
a strong candidate for
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WIMP, the favorite 

• “There are two types of  theorists; those who believe in SUSY and 
those who do not”                                       (P. Ko, in private conversation)

• Particle physicists love SUSY and SUSY-motivated 
WIMPs are many people’s favorite candidate for DM

• But.. does it mean we should not look for non-WIMP 
types of  DM? 

No way!



III. Andante maestoso

A new theory & new proposals



Astrophysical findings

30

Dark
Matter?

anomalies?

PAMELA
e+/(e- + e+)

ATIC/Fermi
e- + e+

near Earth



PAMELA
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258 Mirko Boezio

of the electromagnetic calorimeter will extend the electron ( + ) spectrum measurement up to 2 TeV, thus
allowing the contribution of local sources to the cosmic radiation to be investigated (e.g. see [30]).

2. The PAMELA apparatus

The apparatus is composed of the following subdetectors, arranged as in Figure 3, from top to bottom:

Figure 3. The PAMELA telescope. On the left a sketch of the apparatus and on the right a photo taken just prior delivery
to Russia. The detector is approximately 120 cm tall, has a mass of about 450 kg and the power consumption is 360 W.
The magnetic field lines in the spectrometer are oriented along the y direction.

a time of flight system (TOF: S1,S2,S3);

a magnetic spectrometer;

an anticoincidence system (CARD, CAT, CAS);

an electromagnetic imaging calorimeter;

a shower tail catcher scintillator (S4);

a neutron detector.

The detector is approximately 120 cm high, has a mass of about 450 kg and the power consumption is 360 W.

2.1 The time of flight system

The ToF system [31] is made of 6 layers of fast plastic scintillators (Bicron BC-404) arranged in three planes
(S1, S2 and S3, see figure 3), with alternate layers placed orthogonal to each other.

courtesy Mirko Boezio

add a power law component,
half electrons & half positrons

PAMELA detectore− p̄ e+
p

a Payload for Antimatter Matter 
Exploration and Light-nuclei Astrophysics

courtesy Mirko Boezio

add a power law component,
half electrons & half positrons

PAMELA detector



PAMELA e+ fraction

O Adriani et al. Nature 458, 607-609 (2009) doi:10.1038/nature07942
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PAMELA antiproton

O Adriani et al. PRL 102, 051101 (2009)

[15] antiprotons and locally produced pions. By scaling the
number of such events for the acquisition time an upper
limit for the negative pion (and protons with the wrong sign
for the reconstructed deflection) contamination in the
cosmic-ray antiproton sample was found to be !3%, in
agreement with simulations.

Table I shows the total number of antiprotons and pro-
tons that survived the data selection. The antiproton-to-
proton flux ratio was corrected for the calorimeter selection
efficiencies and for the loss of particles in the instrument
itself. It is assumed that all antiprotons and protons inter-
acting with the payload material above and inside the
tracking system are rejected by the selection criteria. The
resulting antiproton-to-proton flux ratios are given in
Table I and Figs. 3 and 4. The reported errors are statistical
only. The contamination was not subtracted from the re-
sults and should be considered as a systematic uncertainty.
It is less than a few percent of the signal, which is signifi-
cantly lower than the statistical uncertainty. Figure 3 shows
the antiproton-to-proton flux ratio measured by the
PAMELA experiment compared with theoretical calcula-
tions assuming pure secondary production of antiprotons
during the propagation of cosmic rays in the galaxy. The

PAMELA data are in excellent agreement with recent data
from other experiments, as shown in Fig. 4.
We have presented the antiproton-to-proton flux ratio

over the most extended energy range ever achieved and we
have improved the existing statistics at high energies by an
order of magnitude. The ratio increases smoothly from
about 4" 10#5 at a kinetic energy of about 1 GeV and
levels off at about 1" 10#4 for energies above 10 GeV.
Our results are sufficiently precise to place tight constraints
on parameters relevant for secondary production calcula-
tions: e.g., the normalization and the index of the diffusion
coefficient, the Alfvén speed, and contribution of a hypo-
thetical ‘‘fresh’’ local cosmic-ray component [16]. Further-
more, an important test criteria for cosmic-ray propagation
models is their ability to reproduce both the antiproton-to-
proton flux ratio and the secondary-to-primary nuclei ratio.
Our high-energy data (above 10 GeV) places limits on
contributions from exotic sources, such as dark matter
particle annihilations. The antiproton-to-proton flux ratio
will be modified according to values of the dark matter
particle mass, annihilation cross section, and structure in
the density profile (boost factor).
PAMELA is continuously taking data and the mission is

planned to continue until at least December 2009. The
increase in statistics will allow higher energies to be
studied. An analysis for low-energy antiprotons (down to
!100 MeV) is in progress and will be the topic of a future
publication [13].
We would like to acknowledge contributions and sup-

port from: Italian Space Agency (ASI), Deutsches Zentrum
für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR), The Swedish National
Space Board, Swedish Research Council, The Russian
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FIG. 4 (color). The antiproton-to-proton flux ratio obtained in
this work compared with contemporary measurements [8–
10,20–23].
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FIG. 3 (color). The antiproton-to-proton flux ratio obtained in
this work compared with theoretical calculations for a pure
secondary production of antiprotons during the propagation of
cosmic rays in the galaxy. The dashed lines show the upper and
lower limits calculated by Simon et al. [17] for the standard
leaky box model, while the dotted lines show the limits from
Donato et al. [18] for a Diffusion model with reacceleration. The
solid line shows the calculation by Ptuskin et al. [19] for the case
of a plain diffusion model. The curves were obtained using
appropriate solar modulation parameters (indicated as !) for
the PAMELA data taking period.

PRL 102, 051101 (2009) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

6 FEBRUARY 2009

051101-4

on the other hand...
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ATIC & Fermi
ATIC = Advanced this ionization calorimeter

- a ballon experiment to observe e+ and e- 
(cannot tell the diff.) up to ~ 1 TeV

Fermi = Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope

- pair conversion telescope

- observes γ up to 300 GeV and particles 
up to ~ 1 TeV
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An excess of cosmic ray electrons at energies of
300–800GeV
J. Chang1,2, J. H. Adams Jr3, H. S. Ahn4, G. L. Bashindzhagyan5, M. Christl3, O. Ganel4, T. G. Guzik6, J. Isbert6,
K. C. Kim4, E. N. Kuznetsov5, M. I. Panasyuk5, A. D. Panov5, W. K. H. Schmidt2, E. S. Seo4, N. V. Sokolskaya5,
J. W. Watts3, J. P. Wefel6, J. Wu4 & V. I. Zatsepin5

Galactic cosmic rays consist of protons, electrons and ions, most of
which are believed to be accelerated to relativistic speeds in super-
nova remnants1–3. All components of the cosmic rays show an
intensity that decreases as a power law with increasing energy
(for example as E22.7). Electrons in particular lose energy rapidly
through synchrotron and inverseComptonprocesses, resulting in a
relatively short lifetime (about 105 years) and a rapidly falling
intensity, which raises the possibility of seeing the contribution
from individual nearby sources (less than one kiloparsec away)4.
Herewe report an excess of galactic cosmic-ray electrons at energies
of ,300–800GeV, which indicates a nearby source of energetic
electrons. Such a source could be an unseen astrophysical object
(such as a pulsar5 or micro-quasar6) that accelerates electrons to
those energies, or the electrons could arise from the annihilation of
dark matter particles (such as a Kaluza–Klein particle7 with a mass
of about 620GeV).

High-energy electrons are rare. Before now, only emulsion chamber
data have been available (above 1011 eV)4,8, and these were of limited
resolution, owing to the small depth of the calorimeters used, and low
statistical significance, as the results were analysedmanually9. Here we
present new data from the Advanced Thin Ionization Calorimeter
(ATIC) instrument10,11, which contains a deep, fully active, bismuth
germanate (BGO) calorimeter of 18 radiation lengths (Xo, a
characteristic distance for energy loss by bremsstrahlung) in eight
layers arranged in orthogonal pairs to measure the energy deposited
through a cascade (shower) of nuclear and electromagnetic interac-
tions. At each step of the cascade, the energy of the primary particle is
subdividedamongmany secondaryparticles.The areaunder the curve
of ionization energy plotted against depth in the medium provides a
measure of the incident particle energy, and the lateral distribution of
energy across each layer can be used to separate electrons from pro-
tons. The topmost element is a pixelated siliconmatrix (SiM) detector
(4,480 pixels) whichmeasures the charge of the incident particle. This
is followed by three layers of scintillator hodoscopes embeddedwithin
a 30-cm-thick graphite target (this amount of material is 0.75 times
the proton interaction length, and 1.5 times Xo). We determine the
trajectory by using the hodoscopes along with cascade centroid posi-
tions in the BGO calorimeter.

The ATIC instrument has been studied extensively with GEANT
and FLUKA simulations and was calibrated at the CERN SPS with
proton and electron beams11. The accelerator data validated the
simulations, demonstrated an electron energy resolution of around
2% and verified the hadron–lepton separation capabilities11,12. The
detailed electron data analysis is described elsewhere12,13, and is

reviewed briefly here and in the Supplementary Information (section 1).
The basic ATIC energy calibration is provided by cosmic-ray muons
recorded just before each flight, as well as by the shower data itself.
The raw flight data are processed to physics units using these cali-
brations plus the temperature dependence of the BGO response.

The trajectory of each event is extrapolated to the SiM and iden-
tifies the pixels containing the primary particle signal. The SiM sepa-
rates events with atomic number Z$ 2 from the Z5 0, 1 events, and
an absence of signal indicates a c-ray candidate. The cascade profile is
then analysed in the calorimeter. Electromagnetic cascades from elec-
trons and c-rays are narrower than hadronic cascades induced by
interacting protons (whose products spread throughout the 30-cm
target region). In addition, electrons and c-rays deposit at least 85%
of their energy in the calorimeter, whereas hadronic events deposit
around 35%. Thus, at the bottom of the calorimeter the electron
showers are dying out, whereas hadronic showers are usually still
developing. As illustrated in Fig. 1, for electron candidates with ener-
gies over 50GeV, in the histogram of Fig. 1, the electron peak (left of
figure) is separated from the protons. Moreover, the atmospheric
secondary c-rays provide a calibration for the electron–proton sepa-
ration (see Supplementary Information section 1 for details.)

For consistency checking, the data were analysed (1) in different
zenith angle bins, (2) in different time periods corresponding to
different trigger conditions, (3) in different physical sections of the
apparatus and (4) with more severe geometrical cuts on the SiM and
the calorimeter edge crystals. Furthermore, we carried out a ‘blind’
study in which all events were subject to the electron analysis. After
correcting for the knowndifferences in Z$ 2 showers comparedwith
protons, this analysis verified the electron–proton separation12

(Supplementary Information section 2). A convolution of the rejec-
tion function with the measured proton energy deposit spectra pro-
vides the (energy-dependent) proton background. In Fig. 2 we show
the raw spectrum of electron candidates at the instrument (mul-
tiplied by E3, where E is electron energy) for both the ATIC-1 and
ATIC-2 flights, which are in excellent agreement. We also show the
combined background (unresolved protons, misidentified c-rays
and atmospheric secondary electrons), which must be subtracted
from the raw data.

After subtracting the background from each energy bin and cor-
recting for energy loss in the overlying atmosphere, the absolute
primary electron spectrum at the top of atmosphere is obtained
(Fig. 3). Below 100GeV, the ATIC spectrum agrees with previous
data and with the ‘general’ spectrum calculated with the GALPROP
interstellar propagation code14. Above about 100GeV, the results

1Purple Mountain Observatory, CAS, 2West Beijing Road, Nanjing 210008, China. 2Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research, 2 Max Planck-Strasse, Katlenburg-Lindau 37191,
Germany. 3Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama 35812, USA. 4University of Maryland, Institute for Physical Science & Technology, College Park, Maryland 20742, USA.
5Skobeltsyn Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University, Leninskie gory, GSP1, Moscow 119991, Russia. 6Louisiana State University, Department of Physics and Astronomy,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803, USA.

Vol 456 |20 November 2008 |doi:10.1038/nature07477
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ATIC (2008)
sources of high-energy gamma radiation, including pulsar wind
nebula and supernova remnants, finding spectra that fall as E22 with
an exponential cut-off in the teraelectronvolt region3,17. This implies
that particles have been accelerated to tens of teraelectronvolts or
higher, which would not be consistent with the current electron data.
The nearby object that comes closest to meeting the source require-
ments is the Geminga pulsar and associated remnant, whose poten-
tial contribution to high-energy electrons has been modelled4,18.
However, the calculated flux from Geminga is about a factor of 60
too low to explain the observations (see Supplementary Information
section 5). Nevertheless, the classes of object discussed here have the
potential to produce energetic electrons, and there may well be a
nearby, unstudied astrophysical object that is accelerating the elec-
trons observed by ATIC.

An alternative explanation invokes annihilation of dark matter
particles. There has been considerable theoretical work on the pre-
dicted dark matter distribution in the Galaxy as well as on the pro-
duction and propagation of the products of dark matter
annihilations19–23. Electrons and positrons are predicted as products
of the annihilation of some exotic particles suggested as dark matter
candidates24, including weakly interacting particles from supersym-
metric theories, such as neutralinos, and particles resulting from
theories involving compactified extra dimensions—the ‘Kaluza–
Klein’ (KK) particles7. The annihilation of supersymmetric and
Kaluza–Klein types of dark matter can proceed through different
channels including production of either electron–positron pairs or
high-energy c-rays (Supplementary Information section 6). The sig-
nature of this annihilation process is an increase in electron intensity
above that expected from astrophysical sources, the details of which
depend on the dark matter type and primary annihilation channel.
Direct production of e1e2 pairs is suppressed for supersymmetric
particles, resulting in a source spectrum that has a broad peak and
decreases in flux up to the particle mass19. This spectrum is
further broadened by propagation and would not be consistent with
the electron data. In contrast, direct production of e1e2 pairs is not
suppressed for Kaluza–Klein particles, resulting in a source spectrum
that is dominated by a delta function at theparticlemass. Energy losses
during propagation broaden this distribution to lower energies.
According to current theory, the mass of the lightest Kaluza–Klein
particle is expected to be greater than 300GeV (refs 19, 20). Further,
the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) has observed
an excess in the microwave emission around the inner region of our
Galaxy (‘WMAP haze’) that could be a product of dark matter anni-
hilation. This assumption provides a constraint on the dark matter
annihilation rate19,23. For Kaluza–Klein particles, the annihilation rate
is inversely proportional to the square of the particle mass, and the
mass of the lightest Kaluza–Klein particle that could reproduce the
WMAP haze is estimated to be 550 to 650GeV (refs 25, 26).

The GALPROP code includes the capability to inject and prop-
agate a source of electrons resulting from the annihilation of a dark
matter particle14,21. As an example, the spectrum produced for a
Kaluza–Klein particle mass of 620GeV is shown in Fig. 4. When
added to the general spectrum, this reproduces the observed data
well. The ATIC energy range includes this mass and, therefore, the
calculation should be relatively immune to uncertainties in the over-
all dark matter distribution, and to galactic propagation, but would
be sensitive to conditions in our local galactic neighbourhood22. The
difficulty is that a model with a smooth distribution of Kaluza–Klein
particles annihilating in our Galaxy produces a much smaller signal
than the feature reported here. To be consistent with the WMAP
haze, the annihilation rate for a 620-GeV thermal relic Kaluza–
Klein particle would need to be about 4.43 10226 cm3 s21, a factor
of,200 smaller than that required to fit the observed electron excess.
Such enhancements are usually attributed to a ‘boost factor’ assoc-
iatedwith non-uniform clumps in the darkmatter distribution27, and
such clumps could also be located near our Solar System28.Moreover,
‘minispikes’ of darkmatter overdensities, associated for instancewith

intermediate-mass black holes, can result in boost factors of a few
thousand29. In any case, the exact level of ‘boost’ is still subject to
debate.

It should be noted that other authors19,21 have found the need to
introduce boost factors of 200–300 to explain the cosmic-ray posi-
tron excess observed by the HEAT magnetic spectrometer experi-
ment30 in terms of an annihilation signature of Kaluza–Klein dark
matter. Thus, amodel for Kaluza–Klein darkmatter annihilation that
would explain the observed ATIC electron excess could also fit the
excess positrons observed by HEAT at ,30GeV.

The ‘feature’ in the spectrum of high-energy cosmic-ray electrons
reported here provides an intriguing puzzle. Either an as yet
unknown astrophysical source or the annihilation of a dark matter
particle is a possible explanation. If the ‘feature’ is caused by an
astrophysical object this would be the first direct observation of a
nearby source of particles with energies of hundreds of gigaelectron-
volts and would open a new window for studying such objects.
Kaluza–Klein dark matter arises from multi-dimensional theories
of our Universe in which the extra dimensions are ‘compact’, mean-
ing that they have only a small (but non-zero) effect on our four-
dimensional physical reality. If the Kaluza–Klein annihilation
explanation proves to be correct, this will necessitate a fuller invest-
igation of suchmulti-dimensional spaces, with potentially important
implications for our understanding of the Universe.
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Figure 4 | Assuming an annihilation signature of Kaluza–Klein dark
matter, all the data can be reproduced. The GALPROP general electron
spectrum resulting from sources across the galaxy is shown as the dashed
line. The dotted curve represents the propagated electrons from the
annihilation of a Kaluza–Klein particle. The dotted curve assumes an
isothermal darkmatter halo of 4-kpc scale height, a local darkmatter density
of 0.43GeV cm23, a Kaluza–Klein mass of 620GeV, and an annihilation
cross section rate of 13 10223 cm3 s21, which implies a boost factor of,200.
The sum of these signals is the solid curve. Here the spectrum is multiplied
by E3.0 for clarity. The solid curve provides a good fit to both the magnetic
spectrometer data30,31 and calorimeter data16,32 and reproduces all of the
measurements from 20GeV to 2TeV, including the cut-off in the observed
excess. All error bars are one standard deviation.
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ATIC & Fermi, etc.

of thresholds around the reference value used by the cut
and derive the corresponding flux versus GF curve. We
extrapolate the curve to a GF consistent with a null cut, and
take the relative difference of the corresponding flux and
the reference as the systematic uncertainty associated with
the cut. All such contributions, taken separately with their
signs, and the uncertainty of the residual contamination,
derived from an overall 20% uncertainty in the underlying
proton spectrum are summed in quadrature. The result is
shown in Table I.

The final tuning of the event selection provides a maxi-
mum systematic error less than 20% at 1 TeV. The absolute
LAT energy scale, at this early stage of the mission, is
determined with an uncertainty of þ5%

"10% . This estimate is

being further constrained using flight and beam test data.
The associated systematic error is not folded into those
above as it is a single scaling factor over the whole energy
range. Its main effect is to rigidly shift the spectrum by
þ10%
"20% without introducing significant deformations.

While event selection is explicitly energy dependent to
suppress the larger high-energy background, it is not opti-
mized versus the incident angle of incoming particles.
Nonetheless we have compared the spectra from selected
restricted angular bins with the final spectrum reported
here; they are consistent within systematic uncertainties.
A further validation of the event selection comes from an
independent analysis, developed for lower-energy elec-
trons, which produces the same results when extended up
to the endpoint of its validity at#100 GeV. Our capability
to reconstruct spectral features was tested using the LAT
simulation and the energy response from Fig. 1. We super-
imposed a Gaussian line signal, centered at 450$ 50 GeV

rms, on a power law spectrum with an index of 3.3. This
line contains a number of excess counts as from the ATIC
paper [8], rescaled with the LAT GF. We verified that this
analysis easily detects this feature with high significance
(the full width of the 68% containment energy resolution of
the LAT at 450 GeV is 18%).
Results and discussion.—More than 4M electron events

above 20 GeV were selected in survey (sky scanning)
mode from 4 August 2008 to 31 January 2009. Energy
bins were chosen to be the full width of the 68% contain-
ment of the energy dispersion, evaluated at the bin center.
The residual hadronic background was estimated from the
average rate of hadrons that survive electron selection in
the simulations, and subtracted from the measured rate of
candidate electrons. The result is corrected for finite energy
redistribution with an unfolding analysis [20] and con-
verted into a flux JE by scaling with the GF; see Table I.
The distribution of E3 % JE is shown in Table I and in
Fig. 3.
Fermi data points visually indicate a suggestive devia-

tion from a flat spectrum. However, if we conservatively
add point-to-point systematic errors from Table I in quad-
rature with statistical errors, our data are well fit by a
simple normalized E"3:04 power law (!2 ¼ 9:7, d.o.f. 24).
For comparison, we show a conventional model [1] for

the electron spectrum, which is also being used as a refer-
ence in a related Fermi-LAT paper [21] on the Galactic
diffuse gamma-ray emission. This uses the GALPROP code
[4], with propagation parameters adjusted to fit a variety of
pre-Fermi CR data, including electrons. This model has an
electron injection spectral index of 2.54 above 4 GeV, a

FIG. 3 (color). The Fermi LAT CR electron spectrum (red
filled circles). Systematic errors are shown by the gray band.
The two-headed arrow in the top-right corner of the figure gives
size and direction of the rigid shift of the spectrum implied by a
shift of þ5%

"10% of the absolute energy, corresponding to the present

estimate of the uncertainty of the LAT energy scale. Other high-
energy measurements and a conventional diffusive model [1] are
shown.

FIG. 2 (color online). Distribution of the transverse sizes of the
showers (above 150 GeV) in the CAL at an intermediate stage of
the selection, where a large contamination from protons is still
visible. Flight data (black points) and MC simulation (gray solid
line) show very good agreement; the underlying distributions of
electron and hadron samples are visible in the left (red) and the
right (blue) peaks, respectively.
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INTEGRAL
- Too many 511 keV photons from center of galaxy
   37 year old result; still not understood

126 G. Weidenspointner

Figure 5. Best fit of the SPI spec-
trum of the Galactic bulge with
the warm components of the ISM
and the Galactic continuum emis-
sion (from Jean et al. 2005).

by an ellipsoidal distribution with a Gaussian radial profile it can be concluded that the
annihilation radiation is spherically symmetric with a FWHM of about 8◦ and centered at
the GC (Knödlseder et al. 2005, Weidenspointner et al. 2005). The annihilation line signal
is strong enough to allow more detailed studies of its Galactic distribution. Knödlseder
et al. (2005) fitted a variety of Galactic bulge, halo, and disk models to the data. Stellar
bulge and halo models describe the annihilation line emission from the central region of
our Galaxy equally well. On adding a Galactic disk component to the model fits, the
faint annihilation radiation from the Galactic disk is detected at the 3-4σ level.

From these model fits a total 511 keV line flux from our Galaxy of (1.5 − 2.9) ×
10−3 ph cm−2 s−1 is derived, with the bulge-to-disk flux ratio being about 1–3 and the
bulge-to-disk annihilation luminosity ratio being even larger with a range of 3–9. Conse-
quently, the model fits confirm the qualitative mapping result: SPI observations demon-
strate for the first time that the annihilation radiation from our Galaxy is dominated by
the bulge region (Knödlseder et al. 2005). Assuming a Ps fraction of 0.93 the total 511 keV
line flux corresponds to a Galactic positron annihilation rate of (1.6 − 2.8) × 1043 s−1.

Another approach to identifying the sources of Galactic positrons is to compare the sky
distribution of the 511 keV line emission with all-sky intensity distributions observed at
other wavelengths. The relatively best agreement is found at wavelengths dominated by
emission from members of old stellar populations, but none of the tracer maps provides
an acceptable fit to the data. The sky distribution of positron annihilation appears to be
unique, as it is even more bulge dominated than potential old positron source populations
such as Type Ia supernovae, novae, or low-mass X-ray binaries (Knödlseder et al. 2005).

Both Knödlseder et al. (2005) and Weidenspointner et al. (2005) searched for evidence
for contributions from point sources on top of the extended emission, but none could
be found in the 511 keV annihilation line and the Ps continuum emission. Similarly, De
Cesare et al. (2004) did not find any evidence for point sources of 511 keV line emission
in the GC region using observations by IBIS.

2.3.3. Annihilation radiation: spectroscopy
The most detailed spectroscopy to date of the annihilation radiation from the GC

region has been performed by Jean et al. (2005). The line is found to be composed of a
narrow and a broad component, consistent respectively with the expected line width in a
warm ISM for Ps formation by radiative recombination and Ps formation in flight. This
result is consistent with an earlier analysis by Churazov et al. (2004). When fitting the
annihilation spectra that are expected for the five standard phases of the ISM to the SPI
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Fig. 6.— Number density contours of unmasked pixel (with l = [−25 : +25] and b = [−45 : 0]) temperatures in the rH (blue) and rH+S

(dashed) maps for the RG8 fits at 23, 33, and 41 GHz for CMB5. Though the spectral slope is somewhat uncertain between each band
and can vary significantly depending on which CMB estimator is used (see Table 2), the best fit spectral slope for the haze emission is
distinctly harder than for the total synchrotron.

Fig. 7.— An RGB representation of rH and rH+S for RG8 with CMB5. The color coding indicates the spectral index, in antenna
temperature, of a given pixel. In particular, the bluer haze region (box) indicates a harder spectrum than the redder synchrotron emission.
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a new theory...

A theory of dark matter
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We propose a comprehensive theory of dark matter that explains the recent proliferation of unexpected

observations in high-energy astrophysics. Cosmic ray spectra from ATIC and PAMELA require a WIMP

(weakly interacting massive particle). with mass M! ! 500–800 GeV that annihilates into leptons at a

level well above that expected from a thermal relic. Signals from WMAP and EGRET reinforce this

interpretation. Limits on !p and "0-#’s constrain the hadronic channels allowed for dark matter. Taken

together, we argue these facts imply the presence of a new force in the dark sector, with a Compton

wavelengthm"1
$ * 1 GeV"1. The long range allows a Sommerfeld enhancement to boost the annihilation

cross section as required, without altering the weak-scale annihilation cross section during dark matter

freeze-out in the early universe. If the dark matter annihilates into the new force carrier $, its low mass

can make hadronic modes kinematically inaccessible, forcing decays dominantly into leptons. If the force

carrier is a non-Abelian gauge boson, the dark matter is part of a multiplet of states, and splittings between

these states are naturally generated with size %m$ ! MeV, leading to the eXciting dark matter (XDM)

scenario previously proposed to explain the positron annihilation in the galactic center observed by the

INTEGRAL satellite; the light boson invoked by XDM to mediate a large inelastic scattering cross section

is identified with the $ here. Somewhat smaller splittings would also be expected, providing a natural

source for the parameters of the inelastic dark matter (iDM) explanation for the DAMA annual modulation

signal. Since the Sommerfeld enhancement is most significant at low velocities, early dark matter halos at

redshift !10 potentially produce observable effects on the ionization history of the universe. Because of

the enhanced cross section, detection of substructure is more probable than with a conventional WIMP.

Moreover, the low velocity dispersion of dwarf galaxies and Milky Way subhalos can increase the

substructure annihilation signal by an additional order of magnitude or more.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.79.015014 PACS numbers: 95.35.+d

I. PAMELA/ATIC AND NEW DARK FORCES

Thermal weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs)
remain one of the most attractive candidates for dark
matter. In addition to appearing generically in theories of
weak-scale physics beyond the standard model, they natu-
rally give the appropriate relic abundance. Such particles
also are very promising in terms of direct and indirect
detection, because they must have some connection to
standard model particles.

Indirect detection is particularly attractive in this re-
spect. If dark matter annihilates to some set of standard
model states, cosmic ray detectors such as PAMELA,
ATIC, and Fermi/GLAST have the prospect of detecting
it. This is appealing, because it directly ties the observable
to the processes that determine the relic abundance.

For a weak-scale thermal particle, the relic abundance in
the case of s-wave annihilation is approximately set by

"h2 ’ 0:1#
! h&vifreeze
3# 10"26 cm3s"1

""1
: (1)

For perturbative annihilations, s-wave dominates in the
late universe, so this provides an approximate upper limit

on the signal that can be observed in the present day. Such a
low cross section makes indirect detection, whereby the
annihilation products of dark matter are detected in cosmic
ray detectors, a daunting task.
However, recent experiments have confirmed the long-

standing suspicion that there are more positrons and elec-
trons at 10s–100s of GeV than can be explained by super-
nova shocks and interactions of cosmic ray protons with
the ISM. The experiments are
(i) PAMELA.—The Payload for Antimatter Matter

Exploration and Light-nuclei Astrophysics has re-
ported results [1] indicating a sharp upturn in the
positron fraction (eþ=ðeþ þ e"Þ) from 10–100 GeV,
counter to what is expected from high-energy cosmic
rays interacting with the interstellar medium (ISM).
This result confirms excesses seen in previous ex-
periments, such as HEAT [2,3] and AMS-01 [4]. One
possible explanation for this is dark matter annihila-
tion into eþe" [5–7], but this requires a large cross
section [8].

(ii) ATIC.—The Advanced Thin Ionization Calorimeter
is a balloon-borne cosmic ray detector which studies
electrons and positrons (as well as other cosmic rays)
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all evidences pointing to hitherto unknown
GeV-scale dark sector 



a GeV-scale dark sector?

• Dark matter self-interaction, mediated by

bdark ⊂ darksector

• Range of dark force � m−1

b ∼ GeV

• Dark sector couples to SM with tiny couplings,

parametrized by � (typically, � ≤ 10
−3

.

What is a GeV dark sector?

• Dark matter self-interaction, mediated by         

• Range of dark force 

• Dark sector couples to SM with tiny couplings, 
parameterized by 

Gdark

Standard

Model

�

χDM

Dark Sector

Monday, July 6, 2009Youngjoon Kwon Searching for the Dark Sector with the most luminous collider Oct. 14, 2009 @ SNU Physics Colloquium43



DM interpretation of the excesses:

• Correct thermal relic density fixes DM annihilation rate:

• Cosmic ray flux:

• Observed positron and electron excess needs an 
additional O(10s-100) enhancement.

• To preserve the success of relic density prediction, 
change late time physics. 

• Sommerfeld enhancement: 

For example: P. Meade, M. Papucci, A. Strumia, T. Volansky, arXiv:0905.0480 

Monday, July 6, 2009

taken from the KEK talk by Lian-tao Wang (Princeton) 44



Sommerfeld enhancement
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Sommerfeld enhancement

Earlier consideration:
J. Hisano, S. Matsumoto, M. Nojiri, and
O. Saito, hep-ph/0412403
 J. Hisano, S. Matsumoto, M. Nagai O. Saito, 
and M. Senami, hep-ph/0610249

χDM

χDM

bdark

annihilation

Sommerfeld enhancement

χDM

χDM

adark

annihilation
1 Long range self-interaction of dark matter mediated by bdark

range∼ m−1
b , coupling αdark

2 Enhancement sets in when mb ∼ αdarkMχ

3 Enhancement ∼ αdark/vhalo, vhalo ∼ 10−3.

4 Enhancement cuts off at Mχ · vhalo < mb.

5 Mχ ∼ 102 GeV, αdark ∼ 0.1− 0.01, → mb ∼ GeV.

Monday, July 6, 2009

Sommerfeld Enhancement
High velocity

Arkani-Hamed, Finkbeiner, Slatyer, NW, ’08; Pospelov, Ritz ‘08

Thursday, September 24, 2009

Sommerfeld Enhancement
High velocity

Low velocity

Arkani-Hamed, Finkbeiner, Slatyer, NW, ’08; Pospelov, Ritz ‘08

Thursday, September 24, 2009



Observed signal from PAMELA / Fermi

DM particles annihilate to dark force carrier, which then 
decay to SM states

As a result, dark sector states must couple to the SM

But, the coupling has to be small for the existing const’nts

46

The observed signal at PAMELA/Fermi

• Dark matter annihilate into dark force carrier, which 
then decay to SM states, leading to observed excesses.

• Therefore, dark sector states must couple to the SM. 

• The coupling has to be small to satisfy current 
constraints.

χDM

χDM

bdark

annihilation

"+

"−

bdark

bdark

Monday, July 6, 2009



What about anti-p puzzle from PAMELA?

Conventional WIMP DM annihila’n also involves excess 
anti-proton flux, which is not observed by PAMELA

With dark-sector force carrier having a GeV-scale mass, 
baryon production can be kinematically suppressed

47

Solves anti-proton flux “puzzle”

• Conventional WIMP annihilation also results in excess in 
anti-proton flux, not observed by PAMELA.

• Annihilation into GeV scale dark sector  states and their 
subsequent decay will not generate anti-proton due to 
kinematical suppression.

χDM

χDM

annihilation

→ e+ ....

qq̄′ → fragment... → p̄

W+

W−

cies and for the loss of particles in the instrument itself. It is assumed that all antiprotons

and protons interacting with the payload material above and inside the tracking system are

rejected by the selection criteria. The resulting antiproton-to-proton flux ratios are given in

Table I and Figures 3 and 4. The reported errors are statistical only. The contamination

kinetic energy (GeV)
1 10

210

/p
p

0
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0.4
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10!

=500MV)  "Donato 2001 (D, 

=500MV)  "Simon 1998 (LBM, 

=550MV)  "Ptuskin 2006 (PD, 

PAMELA

FIG. 3: The antiproton-to-proton flux ratio obtained in this work compared with theoretical cal-

culations for a pure secondary production of antiprotons during the propagation of cosmic rays in

the galaxy. The dashed lines show the upper and lower limits calculated by Simon et al. [15] for

the standard Leaky Box Model, while the dotted lines show the limits from Donato et al. [16] for a

Diffusion model with reacceleration. The solid line shows the calculation by Ptuskin et al. [17] for

the case of a Plain Diffusion model. The curves were obtained using appropriate solar modulation

parameters (indicated as φ) for the PAMELA data taking period.

was not subtracted from the results and should be considered as a systematic uncertainty.

It is less than a few percent of the signal, which is significantly lower than the statistical

uncertainty. Figure 3 shows the antiproton-to-proton flux ratio measured by the PAMELA

experiment compared with theoretical calculations assuming pure secondary production of

antiprotons during the propagation of cosmic rays in the galaxy. The PAMELA data are in

excellent agreement with recent data from other experiments, as shown in Figure 4.

We have presented the antiproton-to-proton flux ratio over the most extended energy

range ever achieved and we have improved the existing statistics at high energies by an

order of magnitude. The ratio increases smoothly from about 4 × 10−5 at a kinetic energy

of about 1 GeV and levels off at about 1 × 10−4 for energies above 10 GeV. Our results

8
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Basic dark sector model ingredients:

• Model choices:

• Dark matter identity.

• Self-interaction

• GeV scale, dark higgs

• Supersymmetric scenarios:  natural generation of the 
GeV Scale.   

Gd SM

(MSSM, ...)
ε

χDM

hd

Monday, July 6, 2009

a model-building
We need
• DM identity

• self-interaction, Gd=U(1)d

• GeV-scale dark higgs, hd

• connection to SM

• SUSY scenarios

• etc.

48

Various constructions:

• Earlier proposals:

• U(1) models:

• Non-abelian model, SUSY:

• Scalar Portal: 

• More...

M. Pospelov, A. Ritz and M.  Voloshin, arXiv:0711.4866
N. Arkani-Hamed, D. Finkbeiner, T. Slatyer and N. Weiner, arXiv:0810.0713

E. J. Chun and J. C. Park, arXiv:0812.0308 
C. Cheung, LTW, J. Ruderman, and I. Yavin, arXiv:0902.3246 
A. Katz and R. Sundrum, arXiv:0902.3271
D. E. Morrissey, D. Poland and K. M. Zurek, arXiv:0904.2567

M. Baumgart, C. Cheung, LTW, J.~Ruderman, I. Yavin, arXiv:0901.0283

Y. Nomura and J. Thaler, arXiv:0810.5397
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Simplest choice:  abelian dark sector

• Simplest self-interaction:

• Natural connection to the SM: kinetic mixing

• Supersymmetry can be an elegant way of generating the 
GeV scale.

G ⊃ U(1)d
(MS)SM

εbµνFµν
γ

χDM

⊃ U(1)EM

bµ γ

For a very simple and predictive construction:
C. Cheung, LTW, J. Ruderman, and I. Yavin, arXiv:0902.3246 

Monday, July 6, 2009

“kinetic mixing”



taken from the KEK talk by Lian-tao Wang (Princeton)

Kinetic mixing:

• Expected to be there!

• Kinetic mixing between dark photon and SM 
hypercharge gauge boson      is generically present in 
extensions of the Standard Model.

• Expected to be small (consistent with constraints).  

Bµ bµ

Generating the kinetic mixing in UV theories

Kinetic mixing is generated by fields charged under both U(1)’s:

Bµ bµ

� =
gdgY

16π2
ΣiQ

i
dQ i

Y log

�
M2

i

µ2

�

� vanishes if either U(1) is embedded in a GUT, but is generated
below the scale of GUT symmetry breaking:

� ∼ gdgY

16π2
log

�
M

M �

�
∼ 10−3 − 10−4

Monday, July 6, 2009
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Dark sector coupling to the SM

50

Dark sector couplings to the SM

Couples just like the Standard Model photon, but with a 
suppressed coupling.

The “dark photon”, also called U-boson sometimes.

Monday, July 6, 2009

resulting in the interaction,

Dark sector couplings to the SM

Couples just like the Standard Model photon, but with a 
suppressed coupling.

The “dark photon”, also called U-boson sometimes.

Monday, July 6, 2009

The “dark photon” couples just like the SM photon,
but with a much suppressed coupling, �



Decay of dark photon

• Dark photon is the only connection, i.e. “portal”, to the SM

• Its decay (to SM) is always the last stage of dark sector process,

giving rise to observable signals

Decay of dark photon:

• Dark photon is the only connection, “portal”, to the 
Standard Model.

• Dark photon decay to SM is always the last stage of dark 
sector process, giving rise directly to observable signals.

•                                      , form factors are important in 
determining decay branching ratios.

�±, π±, K±, ...
bµ

Monday, July 6, 2009

• mb � (0.1 ∼ 1) GeV; form-factors are important in determining the

decay BF’s

• For a start, we focus on bµ → �+�−.

Youngjoon Kwon Searching for the Dark Sector with the most luminous collider Oct. 14, 2009 @ SNU Physics Colloquium51



Searching for the dark sector with 
the most luminous collider

IV. Allegro con brio

Searches for X(214) in ISR and in B 
decays at Belle



Introduction & Motivation

• Searching for GeV-scale dark sector in e+e− collider experiments

has been strongly suggested by several theorists

- That’s what this workshop is for, 8-)

• Why then X(214)?
- Looking for X(214) signal in ISR shares many features with

searching for GeV-scale dark sector

- with a specific goal of confirming or ruling out someone else’s

results/hypotheses

• What is X(214)?
• Belle’s search for X(214) in two ways

- in ISR, of course

- and in the B decays, too; why not?

Youngjoon Kwon Searching for the Dark Sector with the most luminous collider Oct. 14, 2009 @ SNU Physics Colloquium53



6

Mt. Tsukuba

KEK Tsukuba site

Linac

KEKB ring (HER+LER)
Belle detector
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KEKB collider

•
√

s = 10.58 GeV on-resonance production of Υ(4S)
* asymmetric energy: e+

(3.5 GeV) on e− (8 GeV)

* ±11 mrad crossing angle at IP

• Luminosity

* Lpeak = 2.11× 10
34

cm
−2

s
−1

*
�
L dt ≈ 950 fb

−1

Youngjoon Kwon Searching for the Dark Sector with the most luminous collider Oct. 14, 2009 @ SNU Physics Colloquium

World record luminosity!
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Belle detector

Silicon Vertex Detector
5 layers Silicon strip sensor

Central Drift Chamber

Silica-aerogel Cherenkov 
Counters 

n = 1.015 ~ 1.030

Time-of-Flight Counters

EM Calorimeter 
CsI(TI) 16X0

Superconducting 
Solenoid Magnet 

Extreme Forward-and-
Backward Calorimeters

BGO

KL & muon detection

+ He/C2H6

Youngjoon Kwon Searching for the Dark Sector with the most luminous collider Oct. 14, 2009 @ SNU Physics Colloquium56



X(214) from HyperCP

• Observed 3 events for Σ+ → pµ+µ− HyperCP Collab., PRL 94, 021801 (2005)

- All three events near Mµ+µ− = 214 MeV/c2

• Some interpretaions
- sgoldstino (10−15 � τX � 10−11 s) Gorbunov & Rubakov, PRD 73, 035002 (2006)

- low-mass Higgs He, Tandean & Valencia, PRL 98, 081802 (2007)

- U-boson Reece & Wang, JHEP 0907, 51 (2008); Pospelov, 0811.1030; Chen, et al. PLB 663, 100 (2008)

Youngjoon Kwon Searching for the Dark Sector with the most luminous collider Oct. 14, 2009 @ SNU Physics Colloquium57



X(214) from HyperCP

• Observed 3 events for Σ+ → pµ+µ− HyperCP Collab., PRL 94, 021801 (2005)

- All three events near Mµ+µ− = 214 MeV/c2

• ∃ limits on X(214) from other experiments

- B(K0
L → π0π0X)× B(X → µ+µ−) < 9.41× 10−11 (KTeV)

- also from KEK-E391a (K0
L decays) and BaBar (Υ(3S)→ γX decays)

Youngjoon Kwon Searching for the Dark Sector with the most luminous collider Oct. 14, 2009 @ SNU Physics Colloquium58



X(214) in ISR

• Search for e+e− → γ X(214)→ γ µ+µ−

• Signal and background (ISR) processes

BELLE Motivation

• Three anomalous events of Σ→ pµ+µ− decay with a dimuon invariant mass of

214.3± 0.5 MeV (X(214)) were observed by the HyperCP collaboration

H.Park et al., Phys.Rev.Lett.94, 021801 (2005)

• Theoretical explanation: the state X(214) is interpreted as spinless, pseudoscalar

particle sgoldstino – one of the superpartners of goldstino

D.S. Gorbunov, V.A. Rubakov, Phys.Rev. D 73 035002 (2006)

• We search for e+e− → X(214)γ → µ+µ−γ in data with integrated luminosity 384 fb
−1

• Feynman diagrams: Basic studied process Basic background process

e -

v
o
id

e
+

X

!

µ
+

µ
-

e
-

v
o
id

e +

!

!
µ
+

µ -

• The preliminary results were described in Belle note # 983

O. Zyukova Search for a light boson in e+e− → µ+µ−γ at Belle, 2009.01.23 p. 2

e+e− → γX(214)→ γµ+µ− ISR

Youngjoon Kwon Searching for the Dark Sector with the most luminous collider Oct. 14, 2009 @ SNU Physics Colloquium59



X(214) in ISR Muon identification
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Figure 14: Measured fake rate of pions vs polar and azimuthal angles by Ks → π+π−: (a)
polar angle (1.0 < p < 3.0 GeV/c), (b) azimuthal angle (1.0 < p < 3.0 GeV/c, barrel), for
Lµ > 0.9 (closed circles) and Lµ > 0.1 (open circles).

for Lµ > 0.9 (0.1). Application of the kaon veto, LK < 0.9 (derived from measurements in the

CDC, ACC, and TOF), rejects 90% of the punch-through kaons at 1 GeV/c, leaving the bulk

(80∼90%) of the remaining fakes as decay-in-flight kaons. Use of this kaon veto also reduces

the uncertainties in the kaon fake rate, dominated by the uncertainties in the simulation’s

hadronic cross sections, to a negligible level (< 0.2%).

For decay-in-flight kaons, the track reconstruction program will find both the parent kaon

and the daughter muon about 1/3 of the time for 1 GeV/c kaons. Thus, a cut on the

track’s closest approach to the z-axis (dr < 2.0 cm) reject about 90% of these separately

reconstructed muon daughters. As a result, the kaon fake rate is halved for both Lµ > 0.9

and 0.1 by application of these two cuts. The corresponding reduction of the muon detection
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Figure 9: Measured efficiency of muon identification vs polar angle and azimuthal angle,
measured by e+e− → e+e−µ+µ−: (a) polar angle, (1.0 < p < 3.0 GeV/c), (b) azimuthal
angle, (1.0 < p < 3.0 GeV/c, barrel), for Lµ > 0.9 (closed circles) and Lµ > 0.1 (open
circles).

CDC track reconstruction performance under high track density conditions. We studied this

effect in two ways: by overlaying a simulated single-track muon on a hadronic event taken from

real data and then analyzing many such high track density events, and by using J/ψ → µ+µ−

decays in BB events.

The measured efficiencies over the entire KLM acceptance for 1.0–3.0 (1.5–3.0) GeV/c

muons in the hybrid events are 88.7 ± 0.3% (89.3 ± 0.4%) for Lµ > 0.9, and 93.4 ± 0.3%

(93.7 ± 0.3%) for Lµ > 0.1. These numbers are approximately 1 % lower than the ones for

simulated single-track muons.

The measured efficiencies from the J/ψ → µ+µ− decays in BB events over the entire KLM

20

(left) Efficiency measured with e+e− → e+e−µ+µ− events

(right) Fake rate due to pion misidentification (right) measured with

K0

S → π+π− events

(both) 1.0 < p < 3.0 GeV/c; Lµ > 0.9 (•), Lµ > 0.1 (◦)

Youngjoon Kwon Searching for the Dark Sector with the most luminous collider Oct. 14, 2009 @ SNU Physics Colloquium60



X(214) in ISR Mµ+µ− signal MC

After that the MC data are processed using the same reconstruction codes as for

experimental data.

The detection efficiency is determined

�det =
Ndet

Ngen

, (14)

where Ngen, Ndet – number of simulated and detected events, respectively.

The distribution of the µ+µ− invariant masses for life-time 1·10
−15

sec is shown

in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: MC distribution of the µ+µ− invariant mass .

This spectrum is fitted by the following function

S(x, xi, σi, ηi) = (1−p2−p3)·F1(x, x1, σ1, η1)+p2·F2(x, x2, σ2, η2)+p3·F3(x, x3, σ3, η3),

(15)

where F1(x, xi, σi, ηi) – logarithmic Gaussian function with parameters: xi – maxi-

mum position value, σi =
FWHM

ξ – parameter characterizing FWHM of the distri-

bution, ξ = 2.35, ηi – parameter to characterize asymmetry, (1− p2 − p3), p2, p3 –

coefficients (part of each logarithmic Gaussian functions).

The fit gives the detector µ+µ− mass resolution of 0.63 MeV/c2
.

For study long-lived particle, simulations for lifetimes: 1·10
−14

, 5·10
−14

, 1·10
−13

,

5 · 10
−13

, 1 · 10
−12

, 5 · 10
−12

, 1 · 10
−11

, 3.3 · 10
−11

sec were done. In Appendix 3 one

can see distributions of the µ+µ− invariant masses for these lifetimes.

The detection efficiency can be estimated from this simulations, results are pre-

sented in Tab. 1
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Figure 28: MC distribution of the µ+µ− invariant masses for lifetimes: a)1 · 10−12 sec, b)
5 · 10−12 sec, c) 1 · 10−11 sec, d) 3.3 · 10−11 sec

38

τX = 10−15 s τX = 10−11 s

BELLE Signal MC simulation: fixed lifetime cases

Fixed lifetime cases: τlife = 1 · 10−14, 5 · 10−12, 1 · 10−11, 3.3 · 10−11 sec.
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O. Zyukova Search for a light boson in e+e− → µ+µ−γ at Belle, 2009.01.23 p. 8

efficiency vs. τX

• γ distr. ∝ 1 + cos
2 θ

• Mµ+µ− for assumed lifetime τX of X(214)
* Mµ+µ− resolution ∼ 0.6 MeV/c2

shape is well described by 3 log-gaussians

* � ∼ 20% for 10
−15 ≤ τX ≤ 10

−12

* γβcτ ≈ 7 cm (7 µm) for τX = 10
−11

s (10
−15

s)
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X(214) in ISR Mµ+µ− bkgd. shape
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Figure 18: µ+µ− invariant masses distribution for KKMC MC data with the fit curve (28).

8.2 Upper limit (common case)

Figure 19 shows the experimental µ+µ− invariant mass distribution. Parameters of

BG function was fixed from KKMC invariant mass distribution fit. It’s used signal

function S(x, xi, σi, ηi) for signal simulation with lifetime 1·10−15 sec.

We find that the signal component gives −54± 47 events and the upper limit on

the number of signal events according to the Feldman-Cousins procedure [22], is 35

events.

The cross section is given by

σ =
N

�L
,

where N is the number of events, � is the efficiency and L is the total integrated

luminosity.

Using the detection efficiency obtained from signal MC simulation and total inte-

grated luminosity, we obtained a 90% C.L upper limit on the cross section 0.48 fb−1.

In view of that the lifetime of the X(214) can be in a range 1·10−15 – 3.3·10−11

sec, fit of the experimental distribution was done with signal function for different

lifetimes. Fig. 20 and Tab. 2 represent fit results.

22

Mµ+µ− from KKMC

• Background parametrization for Mµ+µ−

f(x) = Aβ(x)(1 + a1x + a2x2 + a3x3) (1)

where β(x) =
�

1− (2mµ/x)2.

• QED cross-section

σ(e+e− → γ∗ → µ+µ−) ∝ β
�
1− β2/3

�
,

but including experimental smearing effects, it

can be parametrized as Eq. 1.

• for a rough estimate of sensitivity, assuming no

signal

-
�

Nbkgd ∼ 50 within ∼ 1σ region (see Slide 13)

for
�
L dt ≈ 0.56 ab

−1

- Efficiency ∼ O(20%) (also Slide 13)

- Estimated sensitivity: σX � O(1 fb)
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X(214) in B decays

• Why in B decays?
- B decaying almost at rest

gives very tight kinematic constraints, i.e. Mbc,&∆E
- Hence B decays have been good place to find new particles, e.g.

X(3872)..
- Ample experiences of B decays to �+�− states, e.g. B→ J/ψK∗,

K∗�+�−, etc.
- It’s good to confirm or disconfirm with two independent processes

• Some predictions for B→ V X(214) where V = K∗, ρ, etc.
Demidov & Gorbunov, JETP Lett, 84, 479 (2006)

B(B→ K∗X(214))× B(X → µ+µ−) = 10−9 ∼ 10−6

B(B→ ρ X(214)) × B(X → µ+µ−) = 10−9 ∼ 10−7
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B→ V X(214) Modes of study

• Search for B→ V X(214) with N(BB̄) = 657M

B0 → K∗0X(214) with K∗0 → K+π− and X(214)→ µ+µ−

B0 → ρ0 X(214) with ρ→ π+π− and X(214)→ µ+µ−

- both pseudoscalar and axialvector assumptions for X(214) are tried

* only pseudoscalar results today

• Event selection

- good charged track: dr < 1 cm, |dz| < 5 cm

- µ ID is tightened compared to ISR study: Lµ > 0.95

- Belle standard K/π ID

- mass windows for K∗ and ρ are ±1.5Γ and ±1Γ, respectively

• usual kinematic variables Mbc & ∆E to make

sure it came from B decays

∆E =
�

B E∗ − E∗
beam

Mbc =
�

(E∗
beam

)2 − |
�

B �p∗|2

signal box

sideband region

!
E
 (

G
e
V

)
Mbc (GeV/c2)
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B→ V X(214) Signal efficiency

B ! K*0X0, K*0 ! K+!-, X0 ! "+"-

B ! #0X0, #0 ! !+!-, X0 ! "+"-

Invariant masses of K*0 and #0 : central value of the fitted 

$ 1.5% and $ 1%, respectively

Kinematic variables, &E and Mbc, cut applied

X0 window defined with dimuon mass resolution

214.3 $ 3 ' (0.5 (HyperCP) + resol. (Belle)) [MeV/c2]

211.5 MeV/c2 < M"+"- < 217.1 MeV/c2

Event selection and Signal efficiency

SUSY09, Boston, USA Radiative and Electroweak Penguins at Belle 8

!"#$%&'()" !*'+(, '$--&."-(/+0*(,&12"34#56 7*8,$/&"99*#*",#% :(;

<&! =>?@? A5B&$ CA :5DEF&$ ?EC;G

<&! #?@? A5H&$ CI :5FEI&$ ?EC;G

• Signal mass window for X(214) is

211.5 < Mµ+µ− < 217.1 MeV/c2

∼ 3σ range considering HyperCP uncertainty plus Belle resolution

• X(214) is assumed to decay promptly, say τX ∼ 10−20 s, such that lifetime
effect can be neglected w/o noticeable effects on the width

• Other (more realistic) choices for τX are also tried: 10−15 s, 10−12 s,
⇒ no significant difference!
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B→ V X(214) Results

B ! K*0X0 B ! !0X0

• No events in the signal region in both modes

• Systematic uncertainty

* mostly efficiency error due to particle ID, tracking

* 5.2% for B→ K∗X(214), 5.7% for B→ ρ X(214)
* ‘prompt’ decay w/o noticeable effect in the width is assumed

• Upper limits (@ 90% CL.) preliminary
B(B→ K∗X(214))× B(X(214)→ µ+µ−) < 2.01× 10

−8

B(B→ ρ X(214))× B(X(214)→ µ+µ−) < 1.51× 10
−8
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B→ V X(214) Theory B.F. as sgoldstino

JETP LETTERS      Vol. 84      No. 9      2006

MORE ABOUT THE SGOLDSTINO INTERPRETATION OF HYPERCP EVENTS 481

where A is a flavor-independent constant. The third
model is a concrete phenomenologically viable exam-
ple of the left–right supersymmetric model, where par-
ity conservation in sgoldstino interactions is guaranteed
[14]. In the first model, all off-diagonal entries in
squark squared mass matrix are of the same order. In
the second model, there is a hierarchy in matrix ele-
ments hjl reflecting the hierarchy of quark masses. The
latter situation is more realistic, as it is typical for min-
imal supersymmetric models such as mSUGRA or
models with gauge mediation of supersymmetry break-
ing, where soft supersymmetry breaking trilinear terms
are proportional to the Yukawa matrix. For model III,
we take a general left–right SUSY model of the type
presented in [14], with left–right symmetry broken at
the energy scale MR = 3 TeV. We assume (see notations

in [14]) universality at the SUSY breaking scale  =
30 TeV, i.e., A(i) = Y(i)A(i), choose A(1) = A(2) = M1/2,
tanβ = 3.6 and neglect mixing between Higgs doublets
in doublet-doublet splitting [21]. The left–right entries

in the squark squared mass matrices  are
obtained by making use of one-loop renormalization
group equations for gauge, Yukawa, soft trilinear cou-
pling constants and gaugino masses [22]. The value of
A(1) at MR = 3 TeV is fixed by (4). Under our assump-
tions, all relevant parameters in model III are then com-
pletely determined.

F

m̃D U( )
LR( )2

For these three models, it is straightforward to esti-
mate the partial widths of processes (9) with real sgold-
stino decaying into µ+µ–, PB, D  VP(P  µ+µ–).
The results are summarized in the table. For the widths
of similar processes, but with the sgoldstino decaying
into photons, PB, D  VP(P  γγ), one gets the
same numbers multiplied by the ratio Γ(P 
γγ)/Γ(P  µ+µ–), whose estimates are given in (8).

Comparing the results presented in the table with the
statistics of B and D meson decays collected by B fac-
tories, one concludes that both µ+µ– and γγ decay chan-
nels can be probed for the most natural choice of
parameters (models II and III). Moreover, part of the
expected region for  is already excluded by the
results [23]

(12)

Study of model I requires, generally, higher statistics.
At B factories, model I could be probed if the sgoldstino
decay mode into photons dominates by one to two
orders of magnitude over the µ+µ– mode.

It is worth noting that coupling constants , ,

and  determine the rates of several decays each.
Hence, the ratios of the corresponding rates do not

h23
D( )

Br B+ K*+µ+µ–( ) 2.2 10 6– ,×<

Br B0 K*0µ+µ–( ) 1.3 0.4±( ) 10 6– .×=

h13
D( ) h23

D( )

h12
D( )

Branching ratios of decays PB, D  VP(P  µ+µ–) in the models I, II, and III. Branching ratios of decays PB, D 
VP(P  γγ) are given by the same numbers multiplied by Γ(P  γγ)/Γ(P  µ+µ–)

Decay hjl Br(model I) Br(model II) Br(model III)

Bs  φP(P  µ+µ–) 0.42 [18] 6.5 × 10–9 8.8 × 10–6 8.7 × 10–6

Bs  K*0P(P  µ+µ–) 0.37 [18] 5.3 × 10–9 7.2 × 10–6 2.3 × 10–7

  D*+P(P  µ+µ–) 0.14 [19] 3.2 × 10–10 4.4 × 10–7 1.4 × 10–8

  P(P  µ+µ–) 0.14a 3.0 × 10–10 4.0 × 10–7 4.0 × 10–7

  B*+P(P  µ+µ–) 0.23 [20] 4.1 × 10–10 4.4 × 10–8 8.2 × 10–7

B+  K*+P(P  µ+µ–) 0.31 [17] 3.8 × 10–9 5.2 × 10–6 5.1 × 10–6

B0  K*0P(P  µ+µ–) 3.5 × 10–9 4.8 × 10–6 4.7 × 10–6

B0  ρP(P  µ+µ–) 0.28 [17] 3.1 × 10–9 4.2 × 10–6 1.4 × 10–7

B+  ρ+P(P  µ+µ–) 3.3 × 10–9 4.6 × 10–6 1.3 × 10–7

D0  ρP(P  µ+µ–) 0.64 [17] 1.4 × 10–9 1.5 × 10–7 2.8 × 10–6

D+  ρ+P(P  µ+µ–) 3.5 × 10–9 3.7 × 10–7 7.0 × 10–6

a We did not find any estimate of this form factor in literature and use this value as an order-of-magnitude estimate, which is sufficient for
our study.

A0
PB D, , V( )

h23
D( )

h13
D( )

Bc
+ h13

D( )

Bc
+ Ds*

+ h23
D( )

Bc
+ h12

U( )

h23
D( )

h13
D( )

h12
U( )

Demidov & Gorbunov, JETP Lett, 84, 479 (2006)

Our upper limits are not consistent with models II and III.
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Summary and Prospects

• Belle is searching for X(214) in both ISR and B decays

• ISR

- basic machineries are ready, including optimized vertexing

- currently checking systematic issues

• in B→ K∗X(214) and B→ ρ X(214) decays

- preliminary upper limits for promptly-decaying pseudoscalar
assumption of X(214) is available

B(B→ V X(214))× B(X(214)→ µ+µ−) � O(10
−8)

- extending the search to be model-independent (wider ranges of mX
and τX) as well as trying axialvector assumptions

• After completing the X(214) analysis, we will continue the search

for general masses and lifetimes, which can be related to the

search for GeV-scale Dark Sector
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Luminosity prospects

Integrated Luminosity(1/ab)
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The Belle II experiment

23

Belle II collaboration

! Jun 2004: Letter of Intent for SuperKEKB/Belle II

! Jan 2008: KEK roadmap

– SuperKEKB is identified as KEK lab priority

! Dec 2008: Belle II collaboration officially formed

– 13 countries, 43 institutes, about 300 collaborators

! May 2009: supplemental budget

– 5 M$ for Belle II, 27 M$ for KEKB upgrade

! Nov 2009: 4th open collaboration meeting

Detector proposals Internal review

TDR

Actions to invite new collaborators

Kick-off meeting
(Dec 08)

2009
4 71 2 103 5 8 9 11 126

2008
10 11 12

2010
1 2 3

KEKB operation



Summary
While SUSY-motivated WIMP is still the favorite candidate 
for DM, 

very recently, new models of DM, based on GeV-scale dark 
sector have been proposed and very actively discussed along 
w/ many expt’l plans

Belle, with the world’s most luminous collider KEKB, also 
has joined this search

With Super-KEKB/Belle-II, we will have x100 more data

- massive data-mining shall/will be done

- stay tuned for exciting news!
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Epilogue
Two methods of probing the dark sector

• not paying for ϵ -- direct detection of DM 

• paying for ϵ -- use high-L / low-E collider

If such a sector is discovered, 

• it could allow us to study the core concepts 
which we care about, at low-E !

• e.g. probe SUSY & SUSY-breaking in the DS!

- analogy: Galilei’s discovery of “solar system” 
in Jupiter & its moons
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Thank You!


